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This is the noisiest battle of the Mediterranean war. Noise rules our lives

in the Salerno bridgehead - noise all day and all night, sharp cracking noise,

thumping, vibrating noise, and thin,whining noise.

Most battles are only noisy by fits and starts and often at a great distance.

The ’’Hell broke loose” style of writing is usually fake. But the Salerno bridge-

head battle is different. It is an old fashioned rowdy, rattling scrap. To under-

stand what it is like, imagine two large armies facing each other along a very

narrow strixo of beach, from the sand to where the foothills just begin to rise to

the higher mountains. The army on the beach side lias to pile into this narrow

strip every kind of equipment from heavy guns and tanks to wireless sets and general’s

cars - equipment which would normally be spread over an area of very many miles deep.

The control of this battle, the movement and direction of the infantry

struggling up on the foothills requires all kinds of headquarters - brigades,

divisions, army corps, 'whose -wireless vans and transport cover all the acres of

ground not occupied by the hundreds of food and ammunition trucks stowed away in

orchards and vineyards. In most battles all this staff work would be done well

away from the noise of howitzers and field guns and machine guns and mortars. Here

the staff officer has to do his work -with 5*5 howitzers cracking his ear drums and

machine gun nests almost in sight. And his own guns are not the only noise makers.

The enemy sitting behind the hills can send shells and mortar bombs over the

whole -width of the bridghead at most points. You cannot get out of range even if

you' go for a swim* Mortar bombs are apt to come down with their evil clapping burst

churning the sea into waterspouts round you.

Sitting at this moment near the Salerno end of the bridgehead I can disentangle
several sounds from the pattern of noise. The howitzers have just fired a quarter
of a mile behind me, A Vickers gun is rattling on a hillside ahead. Enemy mortar

bombs are clapping and crumping on the slopes further to the left. Lightnings are

droning end diving overhead. And along the main Solemo road is the ceaseless

rumble of traffic, tanks, Bren-carriers, jeeps, trucks and ambulances.

In any nicely spaced battle I should only be able to hear one or two of these

sounds .at once. The others I should hear in turn as I drove towards the front. I

■was about to say that here it is all front. But that is not quite accurate. Even

in so narrow a bridgehead there is a great difference between sitting 'working with

the sounds of battle round-you, risking an occasional shell or bomb, and crawling

on your kelly up a steep slope to try to shoot Germans in their own machine-gun
nests.

The noise does not stop by night. In the still, windless dark it has a way of

seeming nearer. And to the shelling and machine-gun battle is usually added anti-

aircraft fire and bombing, I dislike our own anti-aircraft fire in this bridgehead
much more than the enemy 1 s bombs -which are few and -widely spaced.

The quantity of anti-aircraft guns concentrated along this strip, from heavies

and Bofors to. the frantic banking of the little Oerlikans and machine-guns is ,

enormous. When they all loose off at once as they do most nights they sound like an

army of maniac giants in hob-nailed boots, clattering up an iron staircase to fall

off with a shuddering thump at the top. This usually happens at sunset or moonrise

and towards dawn.

In between there are comparatively quiet periods when if you are awake you can

lie under your mosquito net enjoying the fresh night smells of this lovely country-

side and listening to the smallest noise of all the noise, of the cicadas trilling
in the vineyards, I say "if you are awake”-. The surprising thing about this

shatteringly, rowdy ten days is that you very quickly learn not so much to sleep

through the noise as to sleep very deeply in the quieter intervals. You can be

sharply awake in the middle of an anti-aircraft barrage and sound asleep a few seconds

after it is over. Also you learn subconsciously to distinguish between friendly

and enemy sounds.

/The roar



■2

The roar of the howitzers, a. few hundred yards away, ‘ used to woke-ne, every tine

they fired in the night. Now as I turn ever in-my sleep something -seems" to whisper
that I needn't worry - the shells are going the right way. Don't run .awayfdi'th the-J 1-jg
idea that because of the noise and the nearness of battle, life in the Salerno bridge.
head is no long ncrvcU'sirain* The. tlie.,.,hills. .are tired. It was in-

evitable'that for the first days' they would have tJIB-infection for longer at a

stretch than'is usual.

This kind of warfare is such nor. tiring than h iding a line.

The German -plan is to hold us back' by qonin, y f• • rwar-d, If he thinks we, arc going
to attack he wriggles a..fighting patrol or a no.chine-gun party dorm through- the hill-

side vineyards .towards the beach, T7o cannot very well .;o far ahead leaving such

pockets behind■ This neons' that the infantry nu-st be c nstnntly -.n the alert night
and day. If the-chony wcrcr.net nan'being forced t , pull away .from the Salerno bridge

hca,d
?

his thrusting filtering, tactics yr.uld--force, us to'keep abn molly large farces -in

the front line, Ind'.if'he wore not weak'in..artillery (the most. fatal weakness of the

German amy) he night be able to shell us but of the, bridgehead. Because of that

weakness life in every other part of the Salerno- bridgehead is surprisingly n real for

such a congested'battle, by shirts are -being- washer! just n or by an Italian laundress

who is- s’cfh-ng away at her back deer with-ut even lifting her head for howitzer crack

or mortar burst, M other Italian has just arrived,with an offer to out ny hair.

Here the friendliness :.f the Italian .peasant. in the hills for the' British and

.American soldier has grown quickly during this week, • I have seen them unbuckle the

water bottles of .laden men tprolling up to: the attack and fill them as they, waved; along.

There is an -rdc.r that fruit should n tbe taken from the trees. There is no? need to

stop. Grapes, figs, apples and pears ape thrust on -the. troops as they pass up the

hill valleys, lien ,of no cockney battalion who at first did nothing else but eat

grapes if they h d a hand free, have now frown'blase about fruit. They might 1 -ok at

a peach if .you ■.offered it t- then nicely.

I had almost forgotten the most' normal comforting arid., important noise of the

bridgehead'- the low rubble of the bull loser working steadily away, up the • g untnin roads,

•The .bulldozer and the. jeep are d ring more than any -other implements to win this bottle

•and gpen the next stage of the'’ campaign for us. d-s far int • the hills as y u can go

you ■./ill soo the; big cow-catcher blade rf the build, scr, mounted on its tracks turning.

impossibls lanes int■ good hillroads, cutting away .tangled banks, sheering off corners

and levelling bumpy surfaces. And always sitting on the bulldozer's tractor seat,

working his gears back band forth like’ a" barman, . is a st olid man in a khaki shirt who

might be driving a steam roller oh the great north road.

■ The jeep is our great mountaineering wagon. It takes.generals and brigadiers

to . places, they w old never have time .to reach by any : thcr means so that they can see

the- battle for themselves and n-t have to give their orders blind*. It carries

omnuniti-n and rations up tracks where no truck can go, dnd It carries wounded back
#

from hilltops no ambulance can reach. Soon the bulldozers and the jeep will be helping

us to burst out of the bridgehead, We shall not be sorry, Y/c could do -with a little

more elbow room and a little less noise.
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